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Recently both EFD and EPD protocols were updated in ProQA for the EIDS Tool to be added.
Soon EMD ProQA will also be updated as well. With this update, there are going to be a few
changes to some of the protocols as well as the EIDS Tool. The changes in this CDE are not all
of the changes you will see working through ProQA, these are the major ones identified.
Case Entry:
No big changes are occurring in case entry; just remember to look through the ECHO level
responses to make sure none apply. Also, when talking with a 1st party caller (the patient) we
want to make sure and clarify if they are by themselves. This information is required if it is not
obvious. Clarifying helps to select the correct answer to this question.

*Always remember to look to the right column when in case entry. There is additional
information and questions that are available.*

Chief Complaint Selection:
Headache has been taken out of the list for going to Protocol 36 while tracking Coronavirus.
This means that if the caller is complaining of only a headache, we want to be on Protocol 18:
Headache.

The information about “Headache” can be found in Additional Information on
Protocol 36: Pandemic/Epidemic/Outbreak (Surveillance or Triage)

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Question within Protocols:
A new blue question was added to ProQA: “Enter your level of coronavirus illness or concern”

If an agency chooses to have enable this question in ProQA, it will show up on multiple chief
complaint protocols:
•

Protocol 6: Breathing Problems

•

Protocol 10: Chest Pain/Chest Discomfort (non-traumatic)

•

Protocol 13: Diabetic Problems

•

Protocol 26: Sick Person (Specific Diagnosis)

This is also another way the EIDS Tool can be launched by the call taker to gather further
information.

If the EIDS Tool was launched from the previous question, the next blue question will ask about
the EIDS Tool findings. We want to select the most appropriate answer based on what was
found during the EIDS Tool questioning. If there two or more symptoms selected, choose the
answer “Coronavirus signs/symptoms clearly present”.

Answers selected in
the EIDS Tool will
show at the bottom of
key questions

*Seeing these blue questions will depend on if your agency chooses to have them active*

Protocol 10: Chest Pain/Chest Discomfort (non-traumatic)
When asking if the patient has ever had a heart attack or angina, the answers “Both” and
“Other coronary problems:” have been added.

If “Other coronary problems” is
selected, there will be a text box
to document the caller’s answer.

Protocol 17: Falls:
If the caller is reporting a non-recent fall (more than 6 hours ago), and the reason for the fall is
“Fainted or Nearly Fainted” or “Dizziness with fall”, ProQA will not shunt to Protocol 31:
Unconscious/Fainting (Near). It will continue with the Fall Protocol key questions.

Protocol 19: Heart
Problems/A.I.C.D.:
There is now an option within the
Pulse Diagnostic that will allow call
takers to select a device. Once the
device is selected, the count can be
manually entered and it will
calculate a beats per minute:

Protocol 20: Heat/Cold Exposure:
Same changes as the Chest Pain Protocol. “Both” and “Other Coronary Problems” answers for
the heart attack or angina question have been added to better obtain the patient’s cardiac
history.
Protocol 26: Sick Person (Specific Diagnosis)
Due to some confusion for changing the “Possible meningitis” code to “Coronavirus illness
(suspected), the option for Coronavirus illness (suspected) has been removed and the possible
meningitis answer has been changed back. With this change, a new “C” suffix has been added
to the Sick Person Protocol. This will be added based on the answer for the blue question: Enter
your level of coronavirus illness concern as well as the EIDS Tool information if launched from
key questions. (As shown previously in this CDE)
Protocol 36: Pandemic/Epidemic/Outbreak (Surveillance or Triage)
With the COVID-19 (Coronavirus), a new blue question has been added to address the type of
outbreak:

There has also been some wording changed throughout the protocol. Most “Flu” statements
have been changed to “Flu-like illness” throughout Protocol 36. This includes the previous key
question, “Did s/he have any flu symptoms prior to this".

The blue question Enter the locally designated Flu Level is changed to “Enter the locally
designated Triage Level”.

These levels are determined by management and the Medical Advisor. Any changes in this
information should come through your supervisors or management staff.

For Coronavirus patients, “Headache” will not appear in the list for the most prominent
complaint on Protocol 36 if Coronavirus is selected for the disease outbreak question:

To ensure that we are gathering specific information about the symptoms the patient is having,
the answer option of “Both” was added to the question for chills or sweats:

PDI/PAI Changes in Protocol 36:

Changes have been
made to the PDI panel
for when there is no
EMS response:

Based on your agencies policies, if this instruction is applicable, this is where we would connect
them with the health line to talk with a specialist there.
In PAIs there is also some wording changes while opening up the patient’s airway. We will no
longer have them put their face near the patient’s face to feel for breathing, we will ask, “Can
you see or hear any breathing?” This helps to keep our callers from potentially being exposed to
Coronavirus while trying to help the patient as much as possible.

EIDS Tool Update:
Due to all of the changes with the Coronavirus, the EIDS Tool was added to EFD and EPD. In
addition to adding them to all protocol types, the look of the EIDS Tool was updated to be more
user friendly.
One of the changes in the look is
the travel questions. Based on
agency policies, the travel questions
can be deactivated so that they are
greyed out and can’t be answered.

Another change is that
the Medical Director
approved questions
and instructions are at
the bottom with the
other symptoms. This
helps with the flow of
the EIDS Tool.

Remember with changes in software, there may be other small verbiage changes that are not
covered in this CDE. Read through ProQA instead of trying to work ahead. This will help to see
the changes while working through a call.

